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Introduction

Today’s India is digital and interconnected. Innovation in Internet-based services and products have created new avenues for sustainable economic growth and development. But the digital economy can only maintain growth and generate opportunities for individuals and businesses alike if the underlying Internet infrastructure is strong, secure and trustworthy. Without a secure basis, India’s digital economy is exposed to risk. The building block for a secure communications and information infrastructure is encryption. It is used for everything from preventing illicit access to stored data, to protecting messages in transit, and authenticating financial transactions. Encryption ensures protection of information and communications in different spheres – personal, commercial, and in the public sector. It secures data against unwanted access, helps ensure the confidentiality of data, and delivers trust in the digital economy. It is essential for all key actors: governments, individuals, and businesses. Encryption has also become a ubiquitous part of the digital economy and is the necessary protection that underpins the digital marketplace. Across sectors, encryption has emerged as the tool that has allowed for the financial transformation of the modern Indian economy. It has enabled innovation, growth, research and development, and ultimately redefined digital trust.
At the same time, there is growing risk to public safety as organized crime, terrorists, and child pornographers are drawn to the use of encrypted platforms that are technically impossible to access by law enforcement or by the companies that provide the devices and applications.3

**Understanding Encryption**

Encryption involves the transformation of ‘plaintext’ or readable information into unintelligible data. This process of transforming data into encrypted information uses cryptography, a discipline that embodies principles, means, and methods for the transformation of data in order to hide its information content, establish its authenticity, prevent its undetected modification, prevent its repudiation, and/or prevent its unauthorised use.4

At the most fundamental level, algorithms are used to encrypt information and generate keys. The key is used to scramble the data into unreadable text. Depending on the type of encryption, the same key can be used to decrypt the data, or a separate set of keys will be used.4 For a given algorithm, the strength of the encryption increases with the length of the key, which is measured in bits.7 An algorithm can be applied to encrypt data in transit, i.e., when it is sent from one place to another through a network; or at rest, i.e., where it is stored, such as on a server, end-device, or hard-drive.

Encryption can either be symmetric or asymmetric, or a combination of both. In symmetric encryption, the same key is used for encrypting and decrypting. In addition to its security benefits, it also does not take a lot of time to encrypt and decrypt data. On the other hand, in asymmetric encryption, the key used for encrypting is different from the key used for decrypting. This is also called ‘public key cryptography’, because one of the keys used for encryption is public. For example, a user can list one of their keys in a public directory, which would allow anyone to send them a message. However, the message can only be decrypted by the user through their private key, which remains secret.
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On another level, encryption can be either server-side or user-side. In the former, the server of the service provider manages the encryption and the decryption of the data, by managing the keys. For example, e-mail encryption is typically server-side, as users expect to be able to access stored e-mails, recover account passwords if they forget them, access their e-mail from any device, and send e-mails to their friends using different e-mail platforms. Notably, because the service provider has access to the encryption keys, they can share them with law enforcement or other third parties pursuant to a legal request.

On the other hand, user-side encryption refers to cryptography applied by the user, or at the device of the user. This can include both user-deployed encryption such as VPNs, and technologies such as end-to-end encryption that are deployed by the service provider at the application level. The service provider does not hold access to the keys and will be unable to share them with law enforcement, regardless of a legal request.
or court order. Also known as unrecoverable encryption, it is used to secure both data in transit and data at rest.

**Law Enforcement Perspective on Encryption**

Over time, encryption has become stronger, more widespread, and easier to use. Major technology companies are increasingly enabling user-side or unrecoverable encryption, such as end-to-end encryption, encryption of smartphone operation systems, as well as default encryption of mobile devices. This has complicated law enforcement investigations, leading to calls to access encrypted information. Intelligence communities have found it increasingly difficult to carry out investigations in an age where the internet is going dark. Law Enforcement Agencies find that encrypted systems pose a unique legal challenge when it comes to issuing warrants and granting access. Intelligence agencies have consistently asked for a backdoor to encrypted systems in order to solve and prevent a battery of crimes, including child pornography, curbing hate speech and the illegal sales of armaments, to name a few. A key pivot, globally, was the 2016 San Bernardino showdown between the Federal Bureau of Investigation and Apple over access to an encrypted iPhone. The FBI argued that encryption presented a significant barrier to investigation. To overcome this, Apple would have to provide the FBI with the tools to circumvent the encryption. Apple disagreed, highlighting the harmful security implications of creating such a backdoor.

Closer to home, the Indian government persuaded Research-in-Motion (now Blackberry) to provide it access to its encrypted systems, while a slew of incidents caused by the dissemination of misinformation over the Internet propelled the government to impose a traceability obligation onto messaging platforms. The traceability requirement is similar to regulatory developments in different countries that obligate companies to develop capabilities to provide law enforcement with on-demand access to information – even when deploying user-side encryption. On the other hand, weakening encryption through such mandates may hurt the privacy of users, weaken security, damage the economic viability of technology companies, and also result in significant economic harm for the nations.

In this context, the key consideration for policymakers in India and across the world is to balance these competing facets of encryption, i.e., privacy, cybersecurity, and national security. This whitepaper attempts to answer some of these questions, with a focus on understanding the impact of encryption and its regulation on law enforcement access to data, cybersecurity and systems architectures, businesses and the digital economy, and civil and fundamental rights.
Governments across the world have been considering the regulation of encryption for law enforcement and national security purposes. India is no different. Due to the difficulties faced by its security establishment to intercept secure communications using high-level encryption, India is also grappling with the question of balancing the privacy of individuals and making data available for prosecuting or preventing offences.

While India does not have an over-arching law or policy that governs the use and deployment of encryption, it is host to a fragmented regulatory framework that either defines encryption standards or enables access to encrypted information for national security and law enforcement purposes. The Indian Telegraph Act, 1885 (Telegraph Act) and Information Technology Act, 2000 (IT Act) are the overarching laws that define the use of encryption, and also describe the powers of government agencies to intercept or decrypt communications. Sectoral regulations specify the strength of encryption to ease law enforcement access, secure data and transactions. Simultaneously, India awaits a personal data protection law and national cyber-security policy. Discussions around the legal liability of service providers and platforms have also emerged in the context of encryption, while concerns with India’s cybersecurity capabilities have exacerbated since a spate of recent attacks on its digital infrastructure. Overall, the legal framework for encryption in India is still a quagmire, which has created an uncertain business and regulatory environment for encryption technologies.

Historical Context

The use of encryption in India to ensure the security of digital communications only picked up over the last 15-20 years. The discourse around cryptography and encryption remained limited to the defence and diplomatic circles. Practically no Indian market for encryption existed in the 1990s. A lack of technical know-how, departmental limitations on the use of encryption, and export restrictions in developed markets such as the United States of America contributed to this underdevelopment.

Yet, the promise of growth in the e-commerce and digital banking sectors fuelled concerns over the lack of an Indian encryption market. At this time, the Central Vigilance Commission reportedly considered making it mandatory for Indian banks and financial institutions to use only domestically developed cryptographic software – possibly in a bid to boost India’s encryption market. Similarly, with the use of the Internet increasing in the mid-90s, the Indian government recognized the need to regulate encryption. Triggered in part by the inability of Indian intelligence agencies to intercept encrypted Pakistani communications,
a Kargil Review Committee recommended that India develop its own encryption and decryption capacity for intelligence purposes.\textsuperscript{23}

It was not until 1999 that the central government introduced encryption specific regulations for the first time. Instead of framing rules that would support the use of encryption, the Department of Telecommunications (DoT) imposed conditions on internet service providers (ISP(s)) to ensure that no individual, group, or organization uses encryption exceeding a 40-bit key length without prior DoT approval.\textsuperscript{24} With the passing of the IT Act in 2000, the use of Public Key Infrastructure (PKI) was also endorsed for authenticating digital signatures in online transactions.\textsuperscript{25} This was followed by the Reserve Bank of India (RBI) and the Securities and Exchange Board of India (SEBI) recommending 128-bit Secure Socket Layer (SSL) encryption for ensuring secure transactions.\textsuperscript{26}

In 2008, the IT Act was amended to empower the central government to prescribe modes and methods for encryption for promoting e-governance and e-commerce.\textsuperscript{27} This represented the first nation-wide legal endorsement of encryption. At the same time, the IT Act was also amended to allow the government to prescribe procedures of interception and decryption of encrypted information.\textsuperscript{28} Importantly, the government has only issued rules describing the procedure to be followed for interception and decryption.\textsuperscript{29} A comprehensive policy regulating and promoting the use of encryption is still awaited, notwithstanding the currently withdrawn National Encryption Policy of 2015 (NEP).\textsuperscript{30}

Creating legislation around encryption has consistently proven to be a challenge to policymakers. On the one hand, there is the need to consider the legitimate concerns of the law enforcement agencies (LEA), while on the other hand, there is a constitutional requirement to protect free speech and thought. With the call for the NEP and the new traceability\textsuperscript{31} and data localization requirements\textsuperscript{32}, it seems that the government is pushing to change the legal framework around encryption. Apart from legal considerations, there have also been legislative push to construct backdoors as in the case of Research-in-Motion\textsuperscript{33}.

Recent legal developments have also brought the conversation around backdoors and traceability to the fore. In 2017, the Indian Supreme Court affirmed the fundamental right to privacy for all Indian citizens and imposed safeguards to assess the validity of restrictions on individuals’ informational privacy.\textsuperscript{34} At the same time, in the on-going originator traceability case, the Supreme Court is addressing questions regarding the validity and practicality of the legal procedure for decryption, along with the now-in-effect traceability requirement.\textsuperscript{35} The constitutionality of the traceability requirement has been separately challenged in the Delhi High Court by WhatsApp and Facebook.\textsuperscript{36} Separately, the Personal Data Protection Bill- tabled in Parliament in December 2019- proposes stronger data protections, such as encryption, while simultaneously offering broad exemptions to government agencies.\textsuperscript{37} All of which indicates that the state of encryption regulation in India is becoming increasingly obscure, not unlike its western counterparts.\textsuperscript{38} One thing is clear, however: as the Indian government seeks to regulate encryption and expand means to access encrypted information, both future and existing regulations will have to heed to the need for encryption in information security and privacy.

### Summary of recent cases

1. **K.S. Puttaswamy v. Union of India (Right to Privacy)**

   **Supreme Court**

   **Brief Description**

   The Supreme Court recognised the fundamental right to privacy and recognised that it contains, amongst other facets, the right to informational privacy. It further established the standard tests to measure justifiable intrusion into individual right to privacy.
2. In Re: Prajwala

**Supreme Court**

**Brief Description**
The Supreme Court took cognizance of a letter it received from activists about the circulation of videos depicting sexual violence. It called upon all social media and tech platforms. WhatsApp stated in court that their E2EE technology makes removal technically infeasible.

5. WhatsApp Inc v. Janani K.

**Supreme Court**

**Brief Description**
Facebook and WhatsApp separately sought to transfer the Madras High Court petition at (3) above.

6. Omanakuttan v. Union of India

**Kerala High Court**

**Brief Description**
Petitioner sought action against WhatsApp for allegedly false claims that cannot trace messages because of E2EE. This case was dismissed.

3. Antony Clement Rubin v. Union of India

**Madras High Court**

**Brief Description**
The petitioner sought to link social media accounts with Aadhaar IDs. This was rejected, however, the issue of breaking traceability and ensuring E2EE came up. Affidavits by subject matter experts such as Prof. Kamakoti and Prof. M. Prabhakaran were filed on the modalities of breaking encryption to encourage traceability.

4. Facebook Inc. v. Antony Clement Rubin

**Supreme Court**

**Brief Description**
Facebook and WhatsApp separately sought to transfer the Madras High Court petition at (3) above.

7. Mahua Moitra v. Union of India
8. S.G. Vombatkere v. Union of India
9. Internet Freedom Foundation v. Union of India
10. Amit Sahni v. Union of India
11. Shreya Singhal v. Union of India

**Supreme Court**

**Brief Description**
Several petitions were filed in public interest to challenge the application of Section 69 (1) of the IT Act and the Interception Rules.
## Encryption In India: Regulatory Landscape

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case</th>
<th>Case Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>12. Praveen Arimbrathodiyl v Union of India</td>
<td>Public interest petition filed to challenge the Intermediary Guidelines 2021 and the traceability requirement. The petitioner says this violates the right to privacy under Article 21.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Encryption and Decryption Laws in India

The encryption and decryption of information is administered under two laws: the Telegraph Act and the IT Act. Beyond this, several sectoral regulations specify encryption conditions in the form of ceiling and floor limits. Broadly, the existing framework can be divided into: (a) laws enabling or supporting encryption; and (b) laws enabling government access to encrypted information.

### Laws enabling Encryption

The IT Act emphasises the importance of encryption in ensuring the security of data and IT systems. It encourages the use of encryption technologies to secure e-governance and e-commerce transactions and requires entities managing sensitive data to adopt reasonable security practices. Apart from describing technical standards to encrypt digital signatures, it does not prescribe encryption standards, nor does it explain the conditions for its use. However, encryption standards and limits have been stipulated by various sectoral regulators in India:
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Department of Telecommunications (DoT): In the past, the DoT required all individuals, groups, and organizations to obtain the government’s permission before deploying encryption standards that are higher than 40 bits. However, this requirement was dropped unexpectedly. Now, the Unified License (UL), an umbrella license encompassing telecom and internet services, only prohibits the deployment of ‘bulk encryption’ without setting key-length limits. While the term ‘bulk encryption’ is undefined, it could be understood to mean stronger, high-level encryption, or encryption deployed on a larger scale. Service providers in the past have attempted to restrict users from using encryption, presumably in a bid to comply with this requirement.

This is concerning for two reasons: first, the possibility of misuse of private information might arise within the service provider or government level; and second, it contradicts other sectoral regulations that mandate the use of stronger encryption.

Reserve Bank of India (RBI): The RBI directs all banks to use a minimum 128-bit encryption standard for maintaining the security of financial transactions. Non-Banking Financial Companies (NBFC) rendering mobile financial services are required to put in place end-to-end encryption technology. Where NBFCs use social media platforms, they are required to use encryption to secure transactions and prevent the risk of malware distribution. Additionally, the RBI directs Payment Aggregators and Payment Gateways to deploy and institute data security standards and best practices such as encryption, without prescribing specific standards. In February 2021, the RBI released guidelines on digital payments security controls, which without specifying the parameters of encryption, mandate the use of encryption, multifactor authentication, and other measures to secure payments applications and networks.

Securities and Exchange Board of India (SEBI): India’s securities regulator directs regulated entities to use encryption for Internet-enabled securities trading. It prescribes that data in transit should be protected with 128-bit encryption. The cybersecurity and resilience framework applicable to stockbrokers and depository participants mandates the use of industry standard strong encryption algorithms, “wherever encryption is implemented”. Similarly, share transfer agents must encrypt data-at-rest and data-in-transit using strong encryption methods.

The Ministry of Family Health & Welfare (MoHFW): The Electronic Health Record Standards (EHR) issued by the MoHFW provide that all personally identifiable health data has to be protected at all times from any unauthorised access, particularly during transit. To secure such data, EHR standards prescribe a minimum 256-bit key strength
of encryption. Similarly, the MoHFW also notified the Health Data Management Policy (HDMP) under the National Digital Health Mission (NDHM). The HDMP sets out minimum standards for securing privacy of health data collected, shared, stored, etc. within the NDHM ecosystem. This includes the implementation of necessary security measures including encryption.

> The Unique Identification Authority of India (UIDAI): The UIDAI stipulates a 2048-bit encryption standard for Aadhaar authentication APIs. It also recognises that these standards may be revised over time. It provides that industry standards/best practices will be adhered to in absence any such specifications.

> MeghRaj ‘GI Cloud’: To tap into the advantages of cloud computing for the government, the Ministry of Electronics and Information Technology (MeitY) launched the GI Cloud initiative MeghRaj. Under MeghRaj, various government departments can procure services offered by empanelled Cloud Service Providers (CSP). The empanelment guidelines issued by the MeitY require all CSPs to protect/handle data at rest and in transit by deploying a minimum 128-bit encryption.

> Critical Information Infrastructure Guidelines: The Guidelines for Protection of Critical Information Infrastructure (CII), 2015 issued by the National Critical Information Infrastructure Protection Centre (NCIIPC) require the deployment of strong encryption for the protection of CII data.

> SmartCities Model Framework: The Ministry of Housing and Urban Affairs issued a model framework for setting up smart cities, which prescribes guidelines to preserve the security across different layers in a smart city. It requires the encryption of all of the information that flows through the networks of the smart city. It also requires that the end points of all the devices should be authenticated, and that all the traffic from sensors to servers would be encrypted and secured, among other measures.
The Telegraph Act: This law allows the government to lawfully intercept and monitor communications over post, telegraph/telephone and telecommunication networks. For either the central or state governments to authorise the interception of any communication, two conditions need to be met: there should be a public emergency or an issue of public safety; and the interception is necessary for the sovereignty of India. The Indian Telegraph Rules, 1951 (Telegraph Rules) set out the procedural framework for interception, including the process and authority for sanction, review, and length of the interception.

Directions for interception may be issued by the Secretary, Ministry of Home Affairs, or the Secretary in charge of the Home Department of the relevant state government. In emergent or unavoidable cases, the head of the particular intercepting agency may issue directions for interception. A review committee comprising of the Cabinet Secretary, Secretary of Legal Affairs, and the Telecom Secretary is tasked with reviewing if the interception orders are compliant with the Telegraph Rules. The constitutionality of the Telegraph Rules has previously been challenged in the Supreme Court, which resulted in the Court laying down guidelines to reduce privacy violations during wiretaps. However, the Court did not mandate prior judicial review – a prevalent critique of the Telegraph Rules due to the absence of such a mandate within the text of the Telegraph Act.

Section 69, IT Act: Under this law, central and state government agencies can intercept, monitor, decrypt any
information contained or transmitted through a computer resource. The IT Act considerably widens the government’s powers of surveillance and interception, as compared to telephone interceptions under the Telegraph Act. It is not necessary that a condition of public emergency should exist to intercept communications under the IT Act; rather, interception can be authorised for additional grounds like the defence of India and the investigation of any offence. Further, service providers are obligated to provide technical assistance to the intercepting agency.

The Information Technology (Procedure and Safeguards for Interception, Monitoring and Decryption of Information) Rules, 2009 (Interception Rules) set out the procedure for decryption of private communications. A decryption order can relate to any information sent to or from a person or class of persons or relate to any subject matter. A review committee – consisting of members only from the executive branch of government – reviews the interception directions. The Interception Rules imitate the procedure described in the Telegraph Rules, to the extent possible.

The Interception Rules also set out the accompanying responsibilities of service providers during this process. Service providers are required to provide technical assistance to enable the government’s monitoring, interception, or decryption directions. However, decryption access is defined as allowing LEA access to the maximum possible extent; only when the service provider has control over decryption keys. This can mean that the service provider does not have any obligation to decrypt information unless it is the holder of the decryption key. Although, service providers may be obligated to provide technical assistance (including hardware, software, firmware, storage access) for monitoring and interception purposes, despite not holding the decryption key.

Since the process does not include any judicial oversight, both the Interception Rules and the Telegraph Rules have received strong criticism. The Justice Srikrishna Committee had noted the necessity of judicial review in cases where individuals’ privacy is being violated. Further, the fact that these rules are prescribed through subordinate legislation, and are not codified in law, has also been criticized. They may also contravene the tests laid down in Puttaswamy, which requires that a state invasion of privacy should satisfy the tests of legality, legitimate aim, suitability, necessity, and proportionality.

Regardless, it is clear that under the Interception Rules, service providers must provide technical assistance in fulfilling LEA requests for interception to the extent they are capable of. It is unclear what is meant by technical assistance; whether its scope includes obligations to build backdoors or change the architecture of the platform. This is one of the issues that the Supreme Court is inspecting in one of the cases clubbed with the originator traceability case. Regardless, a requirement to build backdoors could fail the necessity and proportionality tests laid down in the Puttaswamy judgment, given the privacy and security concerns, and because LEAs have other less intrusive alternatives to access data (such as legally accessing unencrypted stored data on devices and metadata access).

> **Section 69B, IT Act:** The central government can also authorise any government agency to monitor and collect traffic data for broadly defined cybersecurity purposes. The procedural framework to monitor traffic data like metadata is provided under the Information Technology (Procedure and Safeguards for Monitoring and Collecting Traffic Data or Information) Rules, 2009. Obligations similar to those under the Interception Rules are placed on service providers.
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providers to provide technical assistance for the collection and monitoring of traffic data.90

> **Safe Harbour Rules:** The IT Act also places certain conditions and obligations upon service providers to maintain their safe harbour protection.91 For instance, under the Information Technology (Intermediaries Guidelines) Rules, 2011 requires service providers to provide information or any other assistance to government agencies for a wide range of purposes.92 The government updated these rules in February 2021 by notifying the Information Technology (Intermediaries Guidelines and Digital Media Ethics) Rules, 2021 (2021 Intermediaries Guidelines). These guidelines have expanded the scope of assistance to be provided by social media intermediaries, who are now required to share information for a broad range of purposes, proactively monitor child sexual abuse material (CSAM), and enable the tracing of originators of communications.93 The scope of the traceability requirement is still unclear – for example, it could require platforms to overhaul their platform architecture.94 According to experts, this requirement will be impossible to implement while maintaining end-to-end encryption (E2EE), and could undermine the security and privacy of Indian users.95 Both civil society and industry stakeholders have also opposed the traceability requirement on grounds of lack of due process, adverse civil rights impacts, regulatory uncertainty, and technological infeasibility.96 While these guidelines have now been notified, their validity (and that of the traceability requirement) has been challenged in the Delhi High Court.97

> **Telecom licenses:** The UL provides the government wide powers to mandate TSPs and ISPs to assist law enforcement in intercepting private communications.98 While these license conditions do not expressly mandate service providers to provide the government with the means of decryption, the language is sufficiently broad to potentially cover such requests.99 For instance, licensees are obligated to provide monitoring/interception facilities/equipment to the government.100 Licensees must also provide traceability functionality, and must offer their entire networks for continuous monitoring and inspection.101 This also includes making necessary provisions to install suitable monitoring equipment, software, hardware to enable law enforcement access from a centralised location.102 This allows for the government to mandate telecom and internet service providers to provide broad access into their systems and other access mechanisms for purposes deemed legitimate.103 The UL, despite its broad scope, has not been the subject of any judicial or legislative scrutiny.

> **Criminal Procedure Code:** LEAs are also known to use the Criminal Procedure Code (CrPC) to gain access to encrypted information such as metadata, stored data, or data at rest.104 The CrPC authorizes any LEA to request the submission of any document or thing in possession of any person necessary for a criminal investigation.105 Law enforcement often uses this provision to retrieve the key from the user, or enable access to encrypted information or devices.106 These provisions lack the process safeguards present under the Telegraph Rules and the Interception Rules.

### Policy Proposals

In addition to the existing legal framework, the government is considering proposals to enable traceability, mandate local storage of data, registration of encryption using entities, breaking end-to-end encryption (E2EE),107 and others, to address the technological and jurisdictional issues faced by Indian security agencies.

> **Draft National Encryption Policy, 2015:** In 2015, the Government released a draft NEP that sought to set encryption standards and lay down conditions for decryption.
of information by LEAs. The draft NEP required service providers to enter into agreements with the government prior to deploying any encryption technologies. It also proposed registration requirements for encryption products and that users of encryption retain the plaintext of their encrypted communications for 90 days. However, the NEP drew criticism over its focus on only enabling LEA access and reducing encryption standards, which led to its withdrawal.

> Parliament Committee Report on Child Sexual Abuse Material: Recently in 2019, an ad-hoc committee of the Rajya Sabha (set up to address issues of relating to CSAM) recommended that LEAs should be allowed to break E2EE in order to trace people responsible for spreading CSAM on online platforms. It also recommended that service providers should be mandated to institute minimum essential technologies to monitor and detect CSAM on their platforms. No action has been taken on these recommendations, yet.

> National Cyber Security Policy: In 2013, the erstwhile Ministry of Communication and Information Technology released the National Cyber Security Policy (NCSP). While no specific standards for encryption were prescribed, the NCSP encouraged organizations to put in place information security policies and measures to secure the flow of information (in process, storage and transit). At the same time, the NCSP also proposed to create a framework to address security challenges arising out of encrypted services and other technological developments. The government is expected to update the National Cyber Security Strategy in 2021. However, it is premature to assume if it will address issues relating to encryption and LEA access.

> Personal Data Protection Bill, 2019 (PDP Bill): Against the backdrop of several proposals that aim to enable government access to encrypted information, India is proposing to implement a strong data protection law. The PDP Bill recognizes encryption as a security measure to be adopted by organizations processing personal data. Organizations must implement measures such as encryption in accordance with the degree of risk associated with the data processed. At the same time, the PDP Bill grants broad powers to the central government to exempt any government agency from the scope of the Bill. This shows the conflicting proposals within the PDP Bill, which concurrently advocates for the use of encryption while allowing the exemption of government agencies from the scope of the Bill. This concern is compounded by the traceability requirement under the 2021 Intermediary Guidelines, which contradicts the PDP Bill’s support of encryption. Moreover, the Bill proposes local storage requirements for sensitive and critical personal data, imposes restrictions on the cross-border transfer of data, and. A key motivation for localisation requirements has been the issues faced by LEAs in accessing information stored abroad. Existing procedures for information sharing under Mutual Legal Assistance Treaties (MLATs) have led to significant delays, and exacerbated LEA concerns about data access- which has partly triggered the push for localization under the Bill.
In India, the encryption debate has recently been concentrated around the issue of traceability, or the ability to track down the originator of a particular communication. The 2021 Intermediaries Guidelines require social media companies—with more than 5 million registered users—to enable traceability of individuals sharing objectionable or illegal content on their platform. Law enforcement agencies have called for traceability as they believe tracking down the originator might lead to apprehending heinous criminals who use the cover of E2EE as a safe harbour for perpetuating crimes. The 2021 guidelines state that if traceability is not enabled, social media companies could be held liable for the objectionable content as publishers. By focusing on traceability rather than decryption, the government is aiming to resolve the tension between law enforcement access to data and data security and privacy. Cybersecurity experts believe that traceability is incompatible with end-to-end encryption, and that any threats to strong encryption will put citizens in danger by compromising their privacy at scale. This raises several questions, including: what is the feasibility and achievability of traceability within E2EE platforms? Is the traceability provision legal? And what are its ramifications on user security and privacy? In this section, we attempt to answer these questions.

**Legal Challenges**

The traceability provision has been challenged in court. In two separate petitions filed in the Delhi High Court, Facebook and WhatsApp have stated that traceability will force them to break E2EE, and, as a consequence, violate people’s fundamental right to privacy. According to the Puttaswamy judgement, any invasion of privacy must satisfy a three-part test of: legality, i.e., should be based on an existing law; necessity, so that it protects against arbitrary state action; and proportionality, which ensures a balance between
the outcomes and the harms caused by limiting the right. Experts allege that traceability may fail Puttaswamy’s three tests:

**Legality:** The IT Act is the parent law under which the 2021 Intermediaries Guidelines are issued. But, the IT Act does not enable the government to enact rules that require service providers to fundamentally change the architecture of their platform or break end-to-end encryption or implement a technical solution such as traceability. Rather, the 2021 Intermediary Guidelines are issued under provisions that allow the government to block content, and avail safe harbour protections. Experts argue that neither of these allow the government to introduce requirements such as traceability or infringe upon the fundamental right to privacy. As the parent act does not provide any power to infringe user privacy, the introduction of the traceability requirement through delegated legislation does not meet the legality test.

**Necessity:** There is little evidence to suggest that the government’s current surveillance powers and data sources are inadequate. The availability of metadata and the increase in digital forensic tools have arguably increased LEA capabilities to access data. Even if traceability could be operationalised as envisioned by the government, its potential use cases are very limited. On the other hand, traceability would require service providers to make architectural changes that will reduce privacy and security guarantees for Indian citizens, at scale. There are concerns about its effectiveness as well. In light of this, it is unclear how the government will demonstrate how traceability is necessary for it to meet its objectives.

**Proportionality:** The 2021 Intermediaries Rules require LEAs issuing a traceability order to consider if there are other less invasive methods of obtaining this information. In the government’s view, this should meet the proportionality test. But experts argue that the inclusion of this provision, by itself, may not satisfy the proportionality test. This is because traceability would require service providers to build a privacy-invasive mechanism, and then implement at scale for every single user and communication. This is irrespective of whether the user, or the piece of communication, is part of an investigation. Similarly, permanently linking a user’s identity with a message jeopardizes anonymity and privacy, and causes a chilling effect on the right to freedom of expression. Service providers would also have to store this information. In addition to violating key data protection principles of data minimisation and storage limitation, this will also open up new surfaces for cybersecurity attacks. All of this infringes a key element of the proportionality criteria, i.e., the violation of a fundamental right must “be through the least restrictive alternatives”. Eroding user privacy and security, at scale, is not the least restrictive measure. Overall, critics argue that compliance with the traceability requirement would endanger the fundamental right to privacy for millions, without any because undermining encryption for one would mean doing so for all.

**Procedural Safeguards:** Experts argue that the traceability mandate will fail the necessity test, as it does not protect users against arbitrary state action. A key component of this test is the safeguard of judicial review, which the traceability requirement does not provide. There is an absence of any parliamentary oversight as well. The framework is alleged to be opaque, which means that affected parties are not able to find out if they are under surveillance or even to challenge the surveillance. Due to lack of any material safeguards against arbitrary state interference, experts also believe that the traceability requirement will not meet this criterion.

The 2021 Intermediaries Guidelines, including the traceability provision, have been separately challenged in the Kerala High Court by the Freedom Software Community of India. The petition alleges that the 2021 Intermediaries Guidelines are unconstitutional, as it undermines E2EE, which is a fundamental subset of the right to privacy. A mandate to remove or disable harmful content, and moderate content under private communications, or enable traceability, on platforms that are end-to-end encrypted will force service providers to dilute strong encryption, and snoop on their users’ private communication.
This challenge also raises other concerns about the traceability requirement, and its impact on service providers that do not primarily provide messaging services, which includes free and open source software (FOSS) providers, but even platforms like Dunzo or Zomato. As the 2021 Intermediary Rules do not define the meaning of the term “messaging”, the scope of these rules remains unclear. Imposing this requirement on these entities, especially FOSS providers, would burden them with substantial financial costs, for which they may not have the finances necessary for compliance.

Conversely, the interpretation of the term “primarily” has appeared inconsistent so far. Apple’s iMessage has been reportedly exempted from complying with the traceability requirement, since it does not primarily provide messaging services- in the government’s view. According to sources in the government, iMessage is not a standalone messaging platform that can be downloaded on any device, and therefore cannot be considered as an entity separate from Apple, or an entity that “primarily or solely” enables communication. However, this adds to the confusion surrounding the traceability provision, as it appears to exempt an end-to-end messaging platform with a high Indian user-base. Experts believe that this will result in discriminatory and subjective application of the law, leading to a regulatory imbalance and a non-level playing field. This interpretation also appears violative of constitutional principles of equality before law, fair procedure, and natural justice. Effectively, this would mean that iMessage will be the only end-to-end encrypted platform in India, as it does not have to enable traceability.

**Technical Considerations**

Two methods have been proposed to implement the traceability requirement, while preserving E2EE. First, attaching the originator’s identity information as a digital signature to each message, and encrypting it with a key held by the service provider; and second, assigning an alphanumeric hash to each message, and comparing it with the hashes stored by the service provider. Professor Kamakoti, whose assistance was sought in the originator traceability case, proposed the first method, while the representatives at MeitY, recently...
appeared to endorse the second technique. These techniques can supposedly achieve traceability without undermining encryption, or specifically, E2EE. Yet, to comply with traceability requirement, these techniques may force service providers to break or dilute end-to-end encryption. It would also considerably weaken the security and privacy of their products. This is explained in greater detail below:

**Report on Originator Traceability – Proposal 1 & 2:** Under this method, when a message is created, the user who creates the message shall be designated as the originator of the message. The user's phone number will be tagged with the message, and this originator information, along with the normally encrypted message, will be bundled together and shared with every recipient of the forwarded message. The originator information of a particular message will be encrypted with a separate private-public key. The service provider will retain access to the private key and share it with LEA when required. In response, experts have argued that it is impossible to track the originator without undermining E2EE and the privacy and security of end-users. They observe that the proposal is ineffective at meeting its intended outcome of identifying the originator, since provenance breaks any time someone in a chain of forwards downloads and re-uploads a message, takes a screenshot or obtains content from another platform. So it will be hard to establish, beyond reasonable doubt, who the originator is. The proposal may prove to be vulnerable to falsification and abuse, and can lead to the victimization and prosecution of an innocent forwarder who is deemed as the originator because the chain begins with them. Also, private keys, if held by third parties like the service provider, could be vulnerable to hacking by bad actors; and such a method may not be workable across platforms since different platforms and services use different protocols. There are also technical, operational and practical concerns with enabling traceability of over 400-million Indian users, along with ensuring that it only affects Indian users.

**Alpha-numeric Hashing:** Hashing is the practice of using an algorithm to link information of any size to a fixed value. For example, the message “hello” may have a hash value of “abc123”. Using this technique, the service provider attaches an alpha-numeric hash value to each message. It would also have to maintain a database housing the hash values of every single message sent on its platform. On request by a LEA, the service provider would have to compare the value of the transgressing message against its database of hashes, thus providing it (and the LEA) with the originator information. But experts argue that this is an even faultier method. It is a one-way operation, meaning that recovering the original text from its hash is generally considered computationally infeasible. This is because the protocol underlying leading social media applications often ensures forward secrecy. This ensures that a set of new keys is generated for every message that is sent. It ensures that the end-to-end encrypted platform takes into account the unique identity keys of that particular sender and receiver in addition to the encrypted message itself. For example, A messages “hey” to B, and B forwards “hey” to C. Both messages, while consisting of the same content, will carry a different hash value. So, if LEA shares B’s message with the service provider to find out the originator information, it will not reveal A’s message to B. Similarly, the hash value of a message can change with the slightest alteration, inhibiting the ability to establish provenance. As an example, the hash value of “hello” and “Hello” would be different.

In addition, messaging applications on end-devices can be easily modified by a motivated individual to attach an incorrect hash. Because the service provider only sees the encrypted version and not the contents of the message, it cannot verify the hash. So, experts argue that there is no feasible method of ensuring appropriate digital attribution that could establish criminal liability. If anything, it heightens the concern that innocent users could be implicated in investigations.
Impact on User Privacy and Security

Beyond its technical implementation, digital rights advocates believe that traceability is also incompatible with privacy, and security, at a fundamental level. This is because it erodes the expectation of privacy and security attached to messages sent on an E2EE platform, by forcing service providers to track messages and store information that can be used to ascertain the content of a user’s message. Critically, in order to trace even one message, service providers would have to trace and track every message. It would also create substantial privacy and security risks associated with the infrastructure set up to enable traceability. Service providers will have to move away from privacy-focused engineering and data minimization principles normally characterize secure private messaging platforms. This will also have a chilling effect on the right to freedom of expression and speech.

Traceability also impugns the “off-the-record” deniability (OTR) function of the E2EE platforms. Users may naturally expect their conversation to be OTR, so that even if one party publicizes their private conversation, the other party can deny its veracity. Forcing service providers to keep track of who-said-what and who-shared-what data would effectively require the removal of this feature. This would mean a change in the overall design of the product, one which would move service providers away from privacy-focused engineering and data minimization principles that should characterize secure private messaging apps.

The hashing method, in particular, will undermine the expected confidentiality of messages, as it is possible for a resourceful actor to guess the contents of a message from its hash. Bad actors can calculate hashes of combinations of commonly used words and phrases to guess the contents of some messages from just their hashes. This can significantly compromise the service provider’s infrastructure. In addition, anyone with the ability to add an item to the hash database can censor or identify any piece of content. This database can be used to identify anyone who has shared a particular content, regardless of their status as an originator of the message. This can turn hashing into a tool of mass surveillance, profiling, and censorship.

Beyond its technical implementation, digital rights advocates believe that traceability is also incompatible with privacy, and security, at a fundamental level. This is because it erodes the expectation of privacy and security attached to messages sent on an E2EE platform, by forcing service providers to track messages and store information that can be used to ascertain the content of a user’s message.
On the other hand, originator traceability proposal to attach additional metadata to messages will allow third parties such as the message recipients or the service provider (depending on the variant chosen) to view originator information. This will seriously weaken communication privacy, especially at a time when service providers are trying to minimise the amount of personal data they collect. This proposal to modify system design to collect more metadata than is required weakens privacy guarantees.

There are also concerns that the traceability requirement will compel service providers to access the contents of messages themselves, due to the lack of any effective technical method to comply with the traceability requirement. While the 2021 Intermediaries Guidelines clarify that no service provider is required to disclose the content of any message, it does not preclude service providers from accessing message content for the purpose of identifying the relevant chain of messages for which it must disclose the originator.

The notion of a “first originator” is not without flaws. A key assumption driving the traceability requirement is that forwarding is the only way a message circulates on a messaging platform. This is not correct. Messages can be downloaded, re-uploaded, altered slightly, re-sent as screenshots, or forwarded on the messaging platform from another service (such as email). At any point, someone might copy and paste the same piece of content and send it along to others in an entirely different circumstance. Each one of these scenarios would start a new messaging chain. So, the originator of each of these chains would be different. From a practical standpoint, it would be onerous or impossible to identify the “first originator” of a message, without accessing the content of E2EE communications. From a security and privacy standpoint, this would mean that the only effective manner to enable traceability would be to break E2EE altogether.

**International Experience with Traceability**

While it is the first country to impose traceability, India is not the only country to call for it. There is a similar call emerging in Brazil. The Brazilian National Congress is actively considering legislation that would force companies to add a permanent identity stamp to the private messages people send. The objective of this legislation is to address concerns emerging from the spread of fake news. However, similar to the experience in India, this proposal has met with significant opposition due to its potential to harm privacy and freedom and expression.
Encryption Regulation in Other Countries

Worldwide, different countries are attempting to balance the trade-off between the privacy enhancing benefits of encryption against the data access obstructions it creates for law enforcement agencies’ (LEA). While the basic contours of the debate are similar across the globe, there is little consensus on the approaches adopted by different nations. Countries like Germany have actively supported the use of strong encryption, while instituting procedures to allow state authorities to hack into encrypted systems. The United Kingdom and Australia allow state access to decrypted information for a broad range of purposes, including obligations for intermediaries to provide technical assistance. In China and Russia, intermediaries are subject to strict licensing requirements for deploying encryption, along with having to comply with wide-ranging obligations to provide the government with access to encrypted information.

In this chapter, we have classified these different approaches as: (i) light regulation, i.e., countries that encourage the commercial and widespread use of encryption; (ii) moderate regulation, i.e., nations that allow the commercial use of encryption but with obligations on service providers to provide law enforcement with access to information; and (iii) heavy regulation, i.e., jurisdictions that restrict the commercial use of encryption and impose obligations on service providers to re-architect their systems.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Encryption design mandate</th>
<th>Licensing requirement</th>
<th>Technology-neutral access mandates</th>
<th>Weak encryption mandate</th>
<th>Backdoor mandate</th>
<th>User decryption mandate</th>
<th>Government hacking</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Israel</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UK</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USA</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Australia</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russia</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>China</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>India</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Yes ✓ No X Unclear ◆
Light Regulation of Encryption

Some jurisdictions support the use of strong encryption commercially, and do not impose requirements on service providers to enable LEA access by either weakening encryption, building backdoors, or making changes to their technological architectures.

Germany

Germany has long championed the use of encryption as an important tool for data privacy and security. This position is premised in the country's strong privacy right, along with other fundamental rights, like the right to secrecy of communications, the right of personality, and the right to freedom of expression. Accordingly, Germany does not prohibit the use of encryption, compel service providers to build backdoors, or require mandatory decryption of encrypted data. Instead, the government has encouraged its investigatory agencies to conduct widespread hacking in order to gain access to encrypted information.

The foundation of the German position is found in its first policy on encryption that sets out five ‘crypto principles’. Released in 1999, it articulates two key principles: first, that there will be no ban or limitation on encryption; and second, that LEA and security agencies will not be weakened by the use of encryption. 2014’s Digital Agenda, a whitepaper on Germany's digital policy, also reiterates these principles and declares Germany’s desire to become a global leader in the adoption of encryption. This is also evident from the “security through encryption” and “security despite encryption” framing of the German Cybersecurity Strategy. Many German laws and regulations require the use of encryption, and the government has funded and promoted a number of projects on the development and implementation of encryption such as the national identity card, the e-government mail, and the Smart Meter Gateway.

At the same time, in 2006, Germany introduced amendments to its criminal law to enhance the technical capabilities of law enforcement and security agencies to access encrypted information. These amendments enable the hacking of encrypted systems by law enforcement. Government agencies can engage in lawful hacking under certain conditions, i.e. for investigations that involve danger to life, limitations to freedom, and national security. A court order is required to engage in lawful hacking, while any data that relates to the private life an individual must be deleted immediately. LEAs are also required to notify anyone targeted by lawful hacking.

These mechanisms have also faced criticism due to growing concerns of their unconstitutionality and the potential weakening of IT systems. This has resulted in a constitutional challenge to the hacking provisions, which is currently pending. German courts have previously considered the impact of government hacking on an individual's privacy. The Constitutional Court ruled, in a 2008 case, that hacking into a person's device is disproportionate and unconstitutional unless specific requirements (such as threat to life or the state itself) and safeguards (such as frequent review to prevent violations of privacy) are met. In a 2016 case, the Constitutional Court reinforced these safeguards, while also enquiring about the legal basis for the hacking powers, which led to the amendments mentioned above. Similarly, due to the absence of any framework for a ‘vulnerabilities equities process’, there is little information on how law enforcement manages known and unknown security vulnerabilities. Although the creation of a new agency, the Central Authority for Information Technology in the Security Sphere (ZITiS), appears to have a mandate to address these concerns.

United States of America

Since the 1990s, the issue of encryption has been subject to a broad, active and contentious policy debate in the United States. This resulted in the passing of the Communications Assistance for Law Enforcement Act (CALEA), which requires telecommunications providers and equipment manufacturers to ensure the possibility of effective wiretapping and interception of communications. However,
there is no legislative power which can be used to require telecommunication or online service providers to facilitate the decryption of encrypted communications.200

The United States also has passed regulations that promote and require the use of cryptographic methods.201 These acts contain security requirements and thereby indirectly require or stimulate the use of encryption in certain circumstances.202 There are also strong constitutional protections that prevent LEA access to encrypted data. The First Amendment of the US Constitution protects encryption code written by the equipment makers or service providers,203 while the Fourth Amendment protects citizens from unreasonable search and seizure actions from the state. The Fifth Amendment protections safeguard an individual against self-incrimination. The Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) has recently been using federal writ legislation to obtain court orders on service providers to circumvent device access. The famous ‘San Bernardino’ legal dispute between Apple and the FBI is the best-known example of this new line of cases. At the same time, the US Supreme Court has held that a person cannot be compelled to provide a password or any such information that could lead to self-incrimination.204 Similarly, despite various LEAs seeking access to encrypted material through backdoors or otherwise, courts in the US have prevented any such access being granted.205

However, the United States government has continued its efforts to solve the ‘going dark’ problem for LEAs. Proposed legislations such as the EARN IT Bill aim to make service providers liable for not implementing ‘best practices’ such as client-side scanning for the purpose of detecting CSAM.206 Experts argue that this is veiled attack on E2EE, citing the incompatibility of content scanning systems with E2EE.207 Similarly, the proposed Lawful Access to Encrypted Data Act would grant government agencies and courts broad powers to order service providers to offer technical assistance to decrypt information.208

Israel

Any engagement in encryption, i.e. the development, production, modification, integration, use, purchase of encryption items requires the procurement of a relevant license.209 The licensing framework is smooth and lenient, and encourages government and private sector collaboration. For instance, under the ‘free means’ category license, certain types...
of encryption are exempt from the licensing requirements.\textsuperscript{210} To date, nearly 11,000 products have been designated under this license.\textsuperscript{211} Additionally, the government has established an internal use rule that allows an individual person or organization to encrypt data for personal or intra-company purposes without obtaining encryption licenses.\textsuperscript{212} There are other broad exceptions that include the work of patent attorneys, exceptions relating to electronic signatures, and exemptions for downloads of online open-source encryption for personal uses, and others.\textsuperscript{213}

There is no legal requirement on intermediaries to enable exceptional access or provide technical assistance.\textsuperscript{214} In fact, the confidentiality of “conversation, or the writings or records” of an individual cannot be violated under existing law,\textsuperscript{215} unless it is a state of emergency. LEAs also require a court warrant to search the device of an individual,\textsuperscript{216} a view supported by the Israel Supreme Court in 2017.\textsuperscript{217}

**Moderate Regulation of Encryption**

In October 2020, the ‘Five Eyes Alliance’\textsuperscript{218} along with India and Japan published a joint statement calling on companies to assist authorities to lawfully access data and embed public safety in their technological architectures.\textsuperscript{219} Two of the five eyes, i.e., the United Kingdom and Australia have introduced laws that enable LEA access to decrypted information, by either mandating the sharing of decryption keys, or by mandating the development of capabilities to enable decryption. However, the use of encryption is not restricted, nor is there a mandate to use weak encryption. The situation is analogous in France, where the issue of backdoors has been the subject of ardent legislative debate.

**United Kingdom**

Since 2000, law enforcement in the United Kingdom can seek access to encrypted material.\textsuperscript{220} However, the recent increase in default and end-to-end encrypted systems prompted the UK to pass new regulations that increase the ability of law enforcement to access encrypted information.\textsuperscript{221} These changes empower the government to impose technical requirements on broadly defined communication service providers to provide information access. These requirements can be imposed in the form of secretly issued “technical capability notice” or a “national security notice”.\textsuperscript{222} While the scope of obligations under these notices is unclear, they may require service providers to create and maintain the capability to assist with lawful surveillance, including having the capability to decrypt their users’ encrypted communications.\textsuperscript{223}

The law is written so broadly that it potentially encompasses the removal or undermining of encryption, building backdoors, or any manner of technical assistance.\textsuperscript{224} These concerns have been raised by both private sector and civil society alike, who argue that the new law can be used to undermine or ban encryption, along with requirements to build backdoors.\textsuperscript{225} Recent amendments to the law\textsuperscript{226} have not provided any clarity.\textsuperscript{227} In addition to the power to impose obligations on intermediaries, the government also has bulk interception and bulk encryption removal powers.\textsuperscript{228} The government can also engage in legally sanctioned large and small scale investigative hacking of devices.\textsuperscript{229}

**Australia**

Similar to developments in the United Kingdom, Australia has given its law enforcement and intelligence agencies wide-ranging powers to compel service providers to enable access to their encrypted systems.\textsuperscript{231} Triggered by the ‘going dark’ problem posed by E2EE systems, these laws have prompted a seismic shift in Australia’s encryption landscape.\textsuperscript{232}

Now, authorities can compel technical assistance from service providers by way of:

(i) “Technical assistance requests”, which are voluntary request for service providers to use interception or data access capability they already have;\textsuperscript{234}

(ii) “Compulsory assistance notice”, where service providers must compulsorily provide assistance based on current capabilities;\textsuperscript{235}
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(iii) “Technical capability notice”, which would require service providers to build technological capabilities to assist LEA in the future.236

Notably, the scope of this assistance can include the removal of electronic protections such as authentication or encryption; providing technical information; installing software or equipment; assisting access to devices; and notifying authorities of any change of technology.237 However, the law does not mandate service providers to introduce any “systemic vulnerability” or “systemic weakness” within their systems.238 Although the uncertainty around how these terms are defined, and their implementation in practice, has been a major concern for industry and civil society alike.239 This promoted a parliamentary committee to seek a report from an independent security watchdog, which identified three key issues with the law: the absence of independent authorisation for assistance notices; unclear definitions; and lack of independent technical scrutiny for assistance notices.240 It also recommended changes to the law, which have not been acted by the government.241 The end result is a legislation that is so broad that it can compel service providers to perform any act to enable government access to encrypted information. However, the Australian government is yet to act upon this law.

France

France has expressly recognised a right to encryption.242 While there is no law that clearly allows the government to force intermediaries to facilitate government access or demand backdoors, there are multiple legal provisions spread across the French criminal and security laws that may be used to compel the disclosure of encryption keys or the decryption of data. However, these provisions may only apply in cases where the service provider has access to the keys.

Under French law, judges have the power to order the disclosure of information that is relevant to an inquiry and necessary for the discovery of the truth.243 The government also has powers to require any individual or private entity to carry out technical operations in order to obtain plaintext version of the information needed.244 Importantly, this obligation does not necessarily mandate service providers to build backdoors, and is largely understood to apply onto intermediaries who have access to decryption keys.245 Similarly, the French Penal Code requires key holders to decrypt information, but only in cases where the relevant entity has access to the keys.246 Finally, the Internal Security Code247 gives the Prime Minister the power to order companies to provide data necessary to decipher data (such as decryption keys) and also mandate companies to decrypt the data themselves. However, service providers who receive such requests are allowed to demonstrate their inability to comply, which could presumably be used in cases when the technical design of a product does not enable decryption.

France has also brought regulations that enable hacking by the government for criminal or intelligence investigations.248 The law also prescribes limits on this power. For instance, LEA must obtain a judicial order prior to undertaking hacking. For hacking by intelligence agencies, prior approval from the Prime Minister is required. However, unlike Germany, hacking is not yet considered a viable alternative method for obtaining encrypted information.249

In recent years, there has been a widespread anti-crypto sentiment in both the legislature and the executive branch, fuelled in part by a nationalist disdain for US tech companies and an increasing number of terror attacks.250 Accordingly, the French Parliament has brought changes to expand the governments surveillance and hacking capabilities, expanded penalties for failure to comply with key disclosure requirements, and created a new mandatory key disclosure and decryption authority for use in intelligence investigations.251 Despite extensive legislative debate on the issue,252 France has not yet passed any law that clearly obligates service providers to build backdoors or redesign their system architecture to enable state access.
Strict Regulation of Encryption

Several countries impose strict licensing requirements on service providers who wish to deploy encryption. At the same time, countries like Russia and China also have broad powers to compel service providers to provide LEA with access to encrypted data.

China

The Chinese anti-terrorism law\(^{253}\) requires service providers to offer technical support and assistance to law enforcement, including decryption, to prevent terrorist activities. In 2019, China passed a specific law applicable to commercial encryption under which all such encryption technologies must adhere to government-stipulated technological requirements, and comply with strict registration, testing and certification norms. In essence, this empowers the government to authorise only those encryption technologies that they are able to access.\(^{254}\) It also authorizes the Chinese government to impose design mandates on companies seeking to avail certifications.\(^{255}\) For instance, service providers such as Apple have built specific hardware modules for storing encryption keys in China.\(^{256}\) These are different to the modules it uses in other countries.

Russia

Service providers in Russia are subject to strict licensing or approval-based requirements for deploying encryption, and at the same time must provide LEA with access to encrypted information. For instance, service providers must obtain a mandatory license before using any encryption facility, maintaining encryption facilities, providing encryption services, and developing and manufacturing encryption facilities protected by means of encryption.\(^{257}\)

Further, service providers must include additional software and hardware, and create other conditions required by LEA to implement operational and technical measures to enable decryption.\(^{258}\) This gives Russian agencies sweeping powers to require companies to install backdoors, provide access to keys, and carry out any other technological intervention it deems fit.
The growing popularity of the internet has led to an explosion in online activity and communication, with personal and sensitive personal information increasingly being stored and transmitted online. To protect this information and promote trust in their services, technology companies have increased the deployment of stronger cryptographic techniques. This has fuelled concerns in intelligence and law enforcement communities that their investigative and interception capabilities are ‘going dark’. Supposedly, certain encryption architectures inhibit the government’s ability to access information. While this problem could cover a broad range of encryption technologies, the adoption of unrecoverable encryption architecture in the form of default end-to-end encryption services or full disk encryption has become the focal point of this debate. Similarly, many cloud service providers also offer client-side encryption, which allows users to maintain control of the encryption keys. By deploying unrecoverable encryption, even the service provider does not have access to the encryption keys. As a result, the information cannot be intercepted, or accessed, by any third party, let alone law enforcement agencies (LEA(s)). This distinction is crucial because a large number of people communicate through Internet platforms like email clients and social media platforms, which do not deploy unrecoverable encryption, but use recoverable encryption. In this scenario, law enforcement can intercept and seek access to protected information held by service providers by triggering the appropriate legal procedure. On the other hand, without access to the keys, companies deploying end-to-end encryption (E2EE) or full-disk encryption are incapable of providing law enforcement with the means to access the information.

For this reason, LEAs have been pushing companies to maintain means to enable exceptional access to encrypted information. The private sector, along with civil rights activists, have opposed these calls. Their apprehension stems from the security and privacy risks posed by guaranteeing such access, along with the potential harm to the economic and technological viability of the products and services offered by technology companies.

Against this backdrop, this chapter will identify and connect ongoing domestic and global debates in the encryption universe, with a view to understand the role of service providers in enabling government access to encrypted information. Specifically, this chapter will try to answer:

(a) What is the national security rationale for weakening encryption?

(b) How does the deployment of encryption relate to the protection of human rights?
(c) What are the different methods of gaining access to encrypted information?

(d) Which alternative data access mechanism can preserve privacy and security?

**National Security and Law Enforcement Access**

During the ‘crypto wars’ of the 1990s, the governments of the United States and other industrialized countries are said to have attempted to weaken encryption, or compel service providers to provide access to encryption keys. This push was abandoned in 2000 because of pressure from the private sector and political resistance from the European Union. Today, the problem faced by law enforcement is different.

While in the past most commercially available encryption allowed the service provider to decrypt users’ data or communications, i.e., recoverable encryption, today many service providers are implementing unrecoverable encryption. Law enforcement argue that this form of encryption is virtually unbreakable, and interferes with their existing powers of investigation and intelligence gathering. The scale and scope of systems dependent on encryption today is also far greater today, along with society’s dependence on digital networks. As the importance of digital evidence grows as more of daily life moves online, LEAs are finding it difficult to access encrypted information. As a result, law enforcement across the world has been calling on technology companies to weaken encryption or provide backdoor access under certain circumstances. In this section, we examine and contextualize the law enforcement and national security rationale to weaken encryption, or to compel service providers to enable access to encrypted data.

**Key Arguments of Law Enforcement and Intelligence Agencies**

**Warrant-proof encryption**

This is the scenario in which law enforcement satisfies the established legal processes to obtain information or permission to intercept information, only to find the information they seek is inaccessible due to encryption. As more service providers move towards stronger architectures that utilize longer key-lengths, E2EE, and perfect forward secrecy, government agencies fear that existing legal processes for accessing information will become redundant. Even brute force attacks are computationally impossible because of unrecoverable encryption. Perfect forward secrecy also ensures that the keys are automatically changed, which means that even if LEA can access the latest keys, it will only deliver a small portion of the information. In such cases, the data can only be decrypted if the user provides the necessary keys.

**Impact on investigation**

Unrecoverable encryption is increasingly being offered with products by default, meaning that users do not have to manually turn on encryption. This has led to millions adopting stronger encryption without their active knowledge. LEAs argue that the amount of data encrypted today dwarfs what was encrypted in the past. This has led to an increased use of encryption by bad actors, criminals, and terrorists. According to law enforcement, this enables common crimes, organized crimes, and terrorist activities, and obstructs their ability to conduct investigations and prevent crime.

**Authentication and ephemerality**

Authentication is a fundamental tenet of encryption. This provides assurance that persons at both ends of the communication are who they say they are. The usage of more robust authentication methods, such as forced-time delays and auto-erasures, also make it harder for LEA to access data. Further, the use of transient messaging that automatically deletes messages from devices and servers after they are viewed, render data inaccessible to LEA, regardless of encryption.

**Unrecoverable encryption is good for business**

LEAs argue that companies are engineering systems that deny them access to data for...
business reasons, rather than to improve security. They believe companies are making these changes so that they will be more competitive abroad when selling to customers who do not want the government to access their data.273

**National Security Perspective**

Law Enforcement and Intelligence communities often find themselves coming up against roadblocks when carrying out investigations in the digital age, especially the problem of going dark. Encryption is often used as a haven by criminals who want to take advantage of the security it awards. LEA are often tasked with the responsibility of unearthing cybercriminals who take shelter behind encrypted systems, which leads to law enforcement requests for backdoors and traceability. Now, while the concerns put forward by law enforcement and security agencies across the world are legitimate, encryption is not a zero-sum game. Which implies that increased privacy (through the form of encryption) necessarily reduces security (from a law enforcement perspective). Rather, privacy and security are mutually reinforcing. For the following reasons, government calls to weaken encryption may be disproportionate to the ends they seek to achieve.

First, there is no conclusive empirical analysis that suggests that unrecoverable encryption is significantly preventing law enforcement agencies from solving cases.274 The data available on the effect on encryption is limited. For example, data from the United States suggests that encryption has not had a notable impact on hampering wiretaps or unlocking phones.275 A study conducted by Europol also supports this point, and indicates that LEAs do not primarily seek access to the content of encrypted information for investigations.276 In fact, LEAs cited short retention periods, the lengths of MLAT processes, and difficulty in understanding the processes of sending requests as bigger barriers to investigations, rather than encryption.277 Second, criminal actors always have the option of using open source encryption tools, creating their own strong encryption software, or using foreign encryption products.278 For instance, ISIS was using TrueCrypt, a widely available encryption software, to improve its operational security and evade the scrutiny of law enforcement agencies.279 Third, accessing encrypted data is not the only way for LEA to fight crime and protect national security. Law enforcement have access to a wide variety of information sources to conduct investigations. This includes metadata sources, which comprises of information crucial for the purposes of investigation, such as location data from cell phones and other devices, telephone calling records, header information in e-mail, and so on. This information provides an enormous amount of surveillance data that was unavailable before.280 With the growth and impending ubiquity of networked sensors and the Internet of Things (IoT), the sources for LEAs are only bound to increase.

Moreover, the argument that encryption curtails the long-standing ability of LEA to access data, even encrypted data, might be worth a relook. There has always been certain kinds of information that LEA has been unable to access. For instance, from the 1970s to 1990s, LEAs had no practical way to access data encrypted with the Data Encryption Standard (DES), since
no third party controlled the keys. While the proliferation of unrecoverable encryption may have given government agencies reason to compel service providers to share encrypted data, the problem of ‘going dark’ is not new.

The ubiquity of unrecoverable encryption is also questionable. End-to-end encryption and similar technologies are unlikely to be adopted pervasively by companies. This is because the majority of businesses that provide communications services rely on access to user data for revenue streams and product functionality, including for providing targeted advertisements or for user data recovery.

Encryption is inextricably linked to the protection of human rights. The security and reliability provided by encryption facilitates the right to privacy and anonymity, the right to free speech and expression, and the right to free association and assembly. Encryption protects the security interests of all individuals, and in extension, facilitates the exercise of key civil rights as well as protecting privacy. From this perspective, encryption is vital for a free and open internet. Attempts at weakening encryption or mandating backdoors could arguably undermine these protections, if they are not subject to appropriate safeguards. In this section, we examine the implications of weakening or bypassing encryption on fundamental human rights and civil liberties.

**Encryption and the right to privacy**

The right to privacy as recognised by the Indian Supreme Court includes within its scope, the right to individuals to control their private and confidential communication. It is also often understood as a gateway right for the enjoyment of other rights and freedoms, such as the freedom of speech and expression. In order for individuals to exercise their right to privacy, they should be in a position to make certain that their communications remain private and secure. By guaranteeing the security and confidentiality of communication, encryption can facilitate the ability of individuals to exchange ideas and information freely and privately. This can, in turn, safeguard the integrity of intellectual activity and the development of innovative ideas.

The privacy and security of encrypted communication also reduces the chilling effect that may impede the free flow of ideas and speech. In order to exercise freedom of speech, users must be able to maintain privacy so that they are protected from retaliation for expressing lawful but unpopular opinions. Diluting strong encryption undermines the privacy of users of encrypted platforms, which can have a chilling effect on lawful speech.

Specific individuals, such as journalists, activists, whistle-blowers, would be more vulnerable to adverse actions for sending messages that are critical of the government, or other powerful organizations and individuals.

This is especially true in the context of the government demands to bypass or weaken encryption, such as the traceability requirement. The United Nations Special Rapporteurs on freedom of expression, privacy, and freedom of assembly highlighted the human rights concerns associated with the 2021 Intermediaries Guidelines. In a letter to the Indian government, they argued that the traceability requirement curtailed the right to freedom of expression, and the right to privacy which is ensured through encryption.

**Encryption and civil liberties**

Encryption can also ensure protection against adverse government action. Substantive and due process requirements that introduce friction within the criminal investigation and prosecution framework help protect civil liberties, such
as the constitutionally guaranteed right against self-incrimination.\textsuperscript{295} This is important today, especially when the surveillance capabilities of LEAs are expanding.\textsuperscript{296} Encryption similarly increases the transaction costs for law enforcement agencies to access personal communication and information, which forces them to allocate their resources efficiently and prevents over-zealous mass surveillance.\textsuperscript{297}

**Encryption and digital security**

Encryption is not simply a tool used by criminals. It helps keep data secure and communications private and protects users from fraud.\textsuperscript{298} It has significant value for journalists, human rights defenders, businesses, financial and banking services, and ordinary citizens by helping them safeguard their digital communication and reducing the risk of data breaches.\textsuperscript{299}

As a security tool, encryption helps maintain message confidentiality, ensuring that the encrypted message can only be read by the intended recipient, who has the key. It also helps authenticate the identity of the sender, to confirm that the sender is who she says she is and allow the recipient to trust the source of the message. Finally, encryption helps maintain the integrity of the message, such that it is not modified or manipulated in transit.\textsuperscript{300} Authenticated encryption as a practice, enhances the security of all actors.\textsuperscript{301}

Even governments benefit from the use of stronger encryption. This assists in the protection and confidentiality of national secrets and sensitive information.\textsuperscript{302} Individuals use encryption to communicate with each other without fear of surveillance, and to keep key aspects of their digital lives stored on their device private.\textsuperscript{303} At the same time, encryption helps businesses by reducing the risk of cybercrime, which costs the global economy an estimated $400 billion a year,\textsuperscript{304} and by keeping their commercial proprietary information secure. Trust in the security of information (whether personal or commercial data) is necessary for business innovation and economic growth.\textsuperscript{305}

Encryption plays an important role in securing the information society, which forms the basis of the digital economy today.\textsuperscript{306} This is evident in the data governance legislations of different jurisdictions. For instance, the European Union’s General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) explicitly recognises encryption as an appropriate technical and organisational measure to process personal data securely,\textsuperscript{307} while the Indian Personal Data Protection Bill, 2019, (PDP Bill) also recognises encryption as an adequate security safeguard measure\textsuperscript{308}.

**Service providers and human rights**

The absence of safeguards in frameworks that limit encryption and its security properties, either by enabling access through backdoors or demanding technical assistance from intermediaries, can trigger human rights related harms. When LEAs mandate service providers to share data in human rights sensitive cases, there is the risk of a diffusion or obfuscation of responsibility.\textsuperscript{309} This can also result in unaccounted gag orders on service providers. For instance, decryption orders under the Indian Information Technology Act, 2000, (IT Act) often prevent service providers from informing the individual about this interception.

**The absence of safeguards in frameworks that limit encryption and its security properties, either by enabling access through backdoors or demanding technical assistance from intermediaries, can trigger human rights related harms.**
Similarly, the role of service providers and the legal framework they are subject to must be understood from the perspective of human rights. Especially in the context of cloud-based applications, users depend on the service provider for the protection of their fundamental rights.\textsuperscript{310} Specifically, service providers not only have the role of intermediaries in relation to content and connecting users, but also one of security intermediaries, as their practices and defaults as regards encryption are highly relevant to the user’s access to and effective usage of those technologies.\textsuperscript{311} As security intermediaries, these companies are an important interface between governments and users. The encryption practices of these companies are highly relevant to the user’s access to and usage of these technologies that facilitate the enjoyment of fundamental free speech, expression, confidentiality, and privacy rights.

### Methods of gaining access to Encrypted Information

The intensification of the ‘growing dark’ debate has increased calls for security agencies to access encrypted information, either by compelling service providers to weaken encryption, or build backdoors, or through other data access mechanisms. There are multiple methods that governments can use to gain access to encrypted information. Some of these result in breaking encryption, some bypass it, and some methods involve gaining access to the keys. Each method carries with it a varying level of security risk. Overall, these methods increase the complexity of system architectures, which in turn can create unforeseen vulnerabilities. Making it easier for law enforcement to access encrypted communication might make it easier for others to do the same. In this section, we examine the security risks posed by different data access methods.
### Key Encryption Debates

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method 1</th>
<th>Traceability[^1]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Government benefit</strong></td>
<td>Allows the government to identify the originator of a particular communication.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Security risk</strong></td>
<td>Breaks end-to-end encryption, and its implementation will be imperfect, and will create significant security vulnerabilities.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method 2</th>
<th>Backdoors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Government benefit</strong></td>
<td>Compelling service providers to install backdoors can allow LEA and state agencies to circumvent encryption, often without notifying the user.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Security risk</strong></td>
<td>If backdoors are discovered by malicious actors, they can exploit these vulnerabilities.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method 3</th>
<th>Key escrow</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Government benefit</strong></td>
<td>Allows the state agencies to unlock encrypted information by forcing companies, or a neutral third party, or the government itself to store an extra key to all encrypted data.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Security risk</strong></td>
<td>Creates new vulnerabilities which other attackers could exploit.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method 4</th>
<th>Weak encryption</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Government benefit</strong></td>
<td>Allows the LEA to develop in-house capabilities use secretly access encrypted information.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Security risk</strong></td>
<td>Weakening encryption standards weakens encryption products that use those standards, allowing bad actors to also exploit vulnerabilities for access.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method 5</th>
<th>Government hacking</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Government benefit</strong></td>
<td>Allows the government to hack into products or services without help from service providers.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Security risk</strong></td>
<td>Creates new vulnerabilities which other attackers could exploit.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Backdoors

Law enforcement may compel intermediaries to build backdoors into their systems for direct access or by surreptitiously installing them on end-devices. For example, the Snowden revelations revealed that the NSA intercepted routers, servers, and networking equipment made by Cisco while the equipment was in transit so it could secretly insert backdoor surveillance tools without the company's knowledge. These backdoors provide LEA extraordinary access to a secure product—whether it is through hardware (e.g., a physical access port) or software (e.g., code in a computer program). However, just as Google's database of targets under surveillance by US agencies was hacked by Chinese agents, any backdoors created by intermediaries for law enforcement will also be susceptible to similar attacks.

If a backdoor is discovered by bad actors, they can exploit these vulnerabilities, which can create immense security risks. Backdoors have generally been found to create an additional attack surface because the code that will be written to create the backdoor must have unfettered access to the data. Adding code also increases the risk of more bugs in the code that could make the system vulnerable to attack. Researchers believe that when backdoors are required for intercepting communication, such as intercepting end-to-end encrypted conversations, the service provider needs momentary access to unencrypted communications. This momentary access provides an opportunity to attackers to access data that they would be unlikely to reach in the absence of such backdoor codes. Moreover, a backdoor created only for law enforcement agencies can also be exploited by foreign governments and bad actors.

The Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) famously sought a backdoor from Apple in the San Bernardino shooting case. The FBI procured a court order requiring Apple to create and implement code that would disable security...
features which would prevent successive password attempts and delete encrypted user data after ten failed attempts. As stated in the amicus brief submitted by an independent company in the same case, such a backdoor would compromise the overall security architecture of end-devices. Since backdoors are a code that provides access to decrypted data, it is only a matter of discovering that code through brute force attacks or any other vulnerability.

Further, providing backdoors for LEAs to access encrypted communication, and requiring intermediaries to maintain confidentiality about such access, will undermine the trust that consumers repose in technology products. This may make them wary of security updates that are regularly pushed by tech companies to fix bugs on the platform.

**Key escrow**

Governments can also require key-recovery mechanisms, known as key escrow. In this system, the service provider is required to produce a second key, in addition to the original key, which is stored in an escrow. Law enforcement can use this key when it wants to intercept encrypted data or gain access to a device. The United States government in 2015 considered a system whereby a software is designed to create an extra key for a third party (the company or the government). This key could be available in an escrow that would be made accessible upon a court order.

But key escrow is a flawed technology, and its adoption by one nation can inspire others to use it as well. This can create several negative results. This is because it creates a complex process framework with many stages, including obtaining a court order, authenticating it, finding the correct data, locating the correct key, and retrieving the data. Each one of these steps could be subject to attacks from bad actors. Creating a separate key for law enforcement agencies also creates a concentrated target described as a honey pot, which will more likely attract attention from bad actors. Further, sharing an encryption key with a third party only creates an extra point of attack that can be exploited.

A key escrow mechanism also harms forward secrecy, which is a system that uses different keys to encrypt and decrypt shared information. With the establishment of key escrows, it will be impossible to have this form of forward secrecy that protects information at every stage.

Moreover, key escrows may be technically infeasible in the context of unrecoverable encryption. For instance, using key escrow in E2EE implies that a master public key has to be generated by the third party escrow to decrypt data, which is encrypted using a symmetric key. However, this involves altering every protocol in the encryption system, which may be infeasible, and would also create significant security vulnerabilities. Similarly, ensuring a secure authentication process for decrypting end-devices, expensive and infeasible changes to the security hardware or software would be required. There is also a high risk that a user’s private key could get compromised, thereby permanently compromising all secured data.

Overall, experts believe that security vulnerabilities would necessarily arise in the development of any key escrow system, as is evident from the experience of the Clipper Chip from the 1990s. The United States government had introduced the Clipper Chip, a plan for building a key escrow system into communications technologies. However, this plan was halted, due to the discovery of a major security flaw that could allow a malicious third party to tamper with the device.

**Weakening encryption**

Governments can weaken national standards for encryption, with the goal of limiting the strength of the encryption products and services. This is a straightforward mechanism through which governments seek access to encrypted data by prohibiting excessively strong encryption systems and mandating that all encryption providers offer only government-approved technologies.

For instance, China requires all encryption that affects national security to abide by strict testing and certification frameworks. Similarly, Russian law requires products and services to be submitted for evaluation, where they may be...
mandated to install hardware or software for government surveillance. Even in the United States, intelligence agencies have weakened the encryption strength of standards such as the National Bureau of Standards’ Data Encryption Standard. In India, the withdrawn National Encryption Policy, 2015, proposed weakening encryption standards, along with a registration and approval regime for entities deploying encryption. This results in an overall reduction in the encryption standards of all the software and hardware in use within a particular country. There are countless instances of encrypted software being exposed to vulnerabilities without any such legal requirement to begin with. In addition, no code is perfectly written, and it is those parts of the code that are targeted by attackers. When developers have the liberty to improve upon their previous program and a product passes through its development lifecycles, it will be less prone to attacks. If government-mandated requirements deliberately suppress this process and require the software to remain at a particular level of encryption, it makes the system more vulnerable to attack.

Client-side scanning

Client-side scanning tools have been proposed as a measure to arrest the proliferation of child sexual abuse material (CSAM) on messaging and social media platforms. In essence, client-side scanning is a technology that scans images on the user’s device before it is sent. Software on the device will compare the hash of the image to a database of such hashes of known objectionable content. If a match is detected, the software on the user’s device may prevent sharing of such content and could also report it to the authorities. This will typically involve the software communicating with the database, most likely on a remote server. In India, the 2021 Intermediaries Guidelines require significant social media companies to “endeavor” to integrate scanning systems in their products, while the EARN IT Bill in the United States aims to make service providers liable for CSAM, unless they incorporate scanning. The ‘5 eyes’ also asked Facebook to not implement end-to-end encryption (E2EE) because it would hinder CSAM filtering.
The primary risk is that client-side scanning increases the attack surface available for attackers. Information being shared between the device and the server in this process is vulnerable when in transit. Additionally, the hash database itself may be a target. There is also a possibility of attackers adding hashes to this database and finding a way of monitoring certain types of user content being shared, or by creating willful blind spots in the database. Similarly, these systems cannot be technically limited to only catch CSAM, as anyone with the ability to add an item to the hash database can require the client to block any image of their choice. This is also problematic from a censorship standpoint, as any government or service provider can add the hash of an unwanted content to the database and surveil individuals sending that content or blocking its transmission.

Experts also argue that client-scanning systems, although well-intentioned, can become tools of mass surveillance. Which makes them incompatible with E2EE. Client-side scanning necessarily introduces another entity that has access to the contents of messages (in whatever form) being shared. Exposing the hashes to the service provider can allow it to infer the contents of the message. This effectively would grant the service provider with direct access to effectively decrypt a significant portion of messages.

**Ghost protocol**

Proposed by the United Kingdom’s Government Communications Headquarters (GCHQ), the ‘ghost protocol’ requires the introduction of a law enforcement account on the device of the person being surveilled, or in the communication channel, who will have access to the information being shared. According to the GCHQ, the fundamental nature of the encryption would remain untouched under this mechanism, while also allowing them access to information in specific scenarios.

At the outset, this either involves a lack of transparency about how the system works, i.e., individuals are not aware of the secret presence of another person, or a circumvention of the disclosed communication protocol by hiding the new addition. This mechanism requires service providers to give access to an outsider to participate in the conversation. While the aim would be to restrict such participation to LEAs alone, the protocol requires a change in software on part of the service provider. Thus, the threat of such attackers being able to participate due to this change in software cannot be ruled out.

Notably, it will require service providers to alter their authentication mechanisms, i.e., the checking of codes to ensure that the conversation is between the expected users. This alteration will increase the scope for error because how encryption keys operate will have to be amended to allow LEA access. Security and privacy experts have rebuked the assertion of the proposal that it does not weaken the encryption. According to them this not only affects the fundamental trust between a service provider and its users, it is also akin to introducing a wiretap in every single user’s application or device. They further argued that introducing a ghost key is similar to introducing a backdoor that significantly weakens the security of the application.

### Alternative Approaches for Enabling State Access to Encrypted Information

Weakening, breaking, or by-passing encryption is not the only means for law enforcement to access data. There are several alternative approaches that can offer better security and privacy benefits.

#### Ethical hacking

Ethical hacking is the hacking of systems or networks for the purpose of discovering vulnerabilities and assessing the strength of security of the systems or networks. It is generally used by business organizations and companies to identify loopholes in the security of their systems and networks. For this, organizations generally hire third party ethical hackers or information security professionals to access the organization’s system or network. Ethical hacking usually helps in identifying: vulnerabilities which may expose sensitive information such as health or financial information or passwords; broken authentication process on a web application; security misconfigurations in...
Ethical hacking has also gained popularity as an alternative to breaking encryption or mandating backdoor access for law enforcement agencies. Germany, a country that has long favoured and supported encryption, was the first to allow lawful hacking as an alternative to breaking encryption. France and the United Kingdom also have an institutionalized framework for ethical hacking, while LEAs in the US appear to have normalized the practice.

However, several risks are associated with ethical hacking. For instance, hacking by law enforcement could weaken the security and leave the entire system or networks vulnerable to malicious attacks. Ineffective hacking can also lead to security gaps in the systems or networks and potential data breach or leak. Further, not all governments consider balancing vulnerabilities and equities. On several occasions, governments have refrained from disclosing vulnerabilities to vendors resulting in severe losses. The lack of appropriate legal frameworks that would regulate hacking by government and law enforcement agencies also add to concerns, while ethical hacking can also result in lawsuits for disclosure of confidential information or data breaches. Hacking tools have also been used for a wide variety of purposes, that extend beyond the serious crimes of terrorism and child abuse typically highlighted by LEAs.

There are also concerns that ethical hacking may be used by governments to target journalists and activists. The Pegasus scandal typifies these concerns. Although the Indian government has denied its alleged involvement or usage of Pegasus spyware, this has brought into focus the core issue of lack of an appropriate framework governing the use of hacking tools in India. And more broadly, it underscores the need for meaningful surveillance reform. Currently, surveillance is ordered and overseen by different layers of the executive alone, for broadly defined purposes, with the complete absence of judicial oversight. There are no mechanisms for appeal, or for surveillance targets to know that they are under surveillance. Similarly, there are no provisions that ensure the accountability of the government department, or any measures that bring transparency to the surveillance process.

Private sector collaboration

Governments and intelligence agencies often state that they do not have access to necessary data due to the digital infrastructure being controlled by private entities. However, there are several instances of private sector collaboration and public-private partnerships. For instance, in the years following the ‘9/11’ terror attacks, several internet service providers collaborated with the US security agencies to provide access to significant amounts of internet traffic.

There are also several initiatives to enable data sharing and coordination between law enforcement and global technology companies and civil society. For instance, at the EU Internet Forum, several social media and technology companies took part in a discussion to understand how to make use of their products, services, tools, and mechanisms to better terror-threat responses. International policing organizations such as the Europol and the Interpol are also collaborating with technology companies and service providers to exchange information. For instance, in 2019, more than 400 experts from law enforcement, private sector and academia came together at Europol’s headquarters to exchange expertise, resources and insights on cybercrime. There is a lot of engagement and collaboration between private sector, academic and law enforcement, which can be a viable alternative to weakening encryption.

Alternative data sources

Instead of it being an age of law enforcement ‘going dark’, experts have argued that this is a golden age of surveillance. Law enforcement agencies already have access to unprecedented amount of information. The number of
components that collect valuable individual data have significantly grown, and includes valuable troves of metadata, and data derived from IoT sensors. It is easy to access location information, telephone records, information about contacts and confederates and new digital databases on individuals’ lives. Moreover, a large part of this data is not encrypted, such as web-based services, webmail, instant message and social networking websites. Law enforcement agencies also have far greater surveillance capabilities than before, giving them additional means of accessing unencrypted information. This is exemplified by the FBI’s success in running an secure encrypted communications platform, but marketed to criminals. The FBI attached a master key to every message sent on this platform, which allowed it to decrypt and store these messages. This yielded over 800 arrests in 90 countries. Again, this raises serious questions over the characterization of encryption as a serious impediment to the activities of LEAs. Instead, this appears to undercut the longstanding belief that encryption derails investigations. While the concerns of LEAs and governments remain valid, recent trends indicate that the specific losses may be offset by other, sizable, gains.
As India moves towards its objective of creating a 5 trillion-dollar economy, the role of the digital and IT sector will be critical. This contribution will not only be confined to the IT sector; sectors like retail, manufacturing, service, will also benefit from Internet-based processing and software services. If the digital economy is to be a key driver for nation-wide economic growth, then the security mechanisms that underpin its functioning will invariably play an important part. In this context, supporting the use of security and privacy enhancing technologies like encryption is imperative. In the absence of a digital infrastructure secured by encryption, the financial, health, and personal data of Indians would be exposed to risk. While the non-economic benefits of encryption are well researched, the economic benefits of encryption are lesser known. Several key sectors in the digital economy, such as online banking and financial transactions, e-commerce, ICT security, social media, cloud services, and others, have seen strong growth over the past quarter century. While it is not possible to attribute specific figures to the use of secure encryption, it is unlikely that these sectors would have boomed as they did without the security assurance that encryption provides. At the same time, the Indian economy would also weaken without the use of secure encryption, to the detriment of users, businesses, and also government. In this chapter, we will examine the contribution of encryption in the growth of the digital economy in India. Specifically, we will evaluate the role of encryption in:

i. Enhancing trust in digital products and services;
ii. Enabling innovation;
iii. Delivering critical services and products; and

Creating Trust in the Digital Economy

The Internet has been a significant driver of the Indian economy. Advances in cloud technology have made it easier for businesses to get access to applications and technology on-demand, dramatically reducing the cost of entry into markets, especially for small and medium enterprises (SMEs). Similarly, because of the proliferation of digital payments, most transactions are now conducted online – from grocery purchases to bigger payments. Covid-19 has only accelerated the process of shifting businesses and day-to-day activities online. The entire digital economy is now dependent on the Internet, with businesses, individuals, and communities increasingly connected with each other. However, even as the...
usage of Internet-based services is increasing, the confidence and trust in Internet security continues to drop.\textsuperscript{386}

Without trust, the future of India’s digital economy and its limitless potential is threatened. The absence of an appropriate and resilient security apparatus can have serious, cascading effects. For example, the average cost of a data breach in 2020 was USD 2.6 million, per breach.\textsuperscript{387} The NotPetya cyberattack of 2017 by itself cost the subject of the attack (Maersk) more than USD 300 million, and the damages to all other companies affected totalled more than USD 10 billion.\textsuperscript{388} Particularly for Indian businesses, the average cost of a data breach was USD 2 million, an increase of 9.4% from 2019.\textsuperscript{389} Apart from the monetary costs, it took businesses an average of 211 days to identify and contain the breach.\textsuperscript{390} With the constant threat of data breach and violations, and the lack of adequate safeguards against them, the trust of the consumers and businesses in digital economy is slowly eroding.\textsuperscript{391} The need to check this trend, and not compound it, has never been greater- especially as India continues its economic recovery from the Covid-19 pandemic.

**Costs of undermining Encryption**

Under this context, the imposition of state-sanctioned requirements to weaken encryption, either through building backdoors, or implementing measures such as traceability, can result in significant economic harm.\textsuperscript{392} A study conducted on the impact of the recent amendments to Australia’s encryption laws, suggests that this harm may be measurable in multiple billions of dollars.\textsuperscript{393} There are numerous reasons because of which mandates to weaken encryption would result in this harm.

First, these mandates increase business uncertainty, in the context of digital security. Service providers, in most cases, will be forced to re-architect their platforms on the basis of the specific design mandate. On the contrary, regulations that reduce uncertainty about digital security result in benefits worth billions of dollars.\textsuperscript{394} Second, by compromising the digital security of their products and services, these mandates can harm the brand image and reputations of service providers. Both enterprise and retail customers would be concerned about the security of their data and may consequently take their business elsewhere. This can stifle local technology industries and tarnish their reputation internationally, both of which are detrimental to the economy.\textsuperscript{395}

Third, a traceability mandate, or any other backdoor mandate, would erode trust in digital services, and the broader digital economy. Reduced trust in the digital economy will depress demand across the economy and induce service providers to induce higher costs to offset the consequent harms.\textsuperscript{396} An absence of trust will harm competition the digital economy, as users will be less inclined to sign up for competing services.\textsuperscript{397} This weakens the economic power of encryption and also a nation’s ability to create jobs. It can also force global companies to leave such country, due to unfavourable legal and business environments.

**Encryption as an enabler of Digital Trust**

There is, therefore, an immediate need to strengthen and secure India’s digital economy. This can be achieved by putting in place measures to protect data and digital transactions through the use of encryption.\textsuperscript{398} Encryption ensures security and integrity of data stored on computer systems as well as data transmitted through a network.\textsuperscript{399} For instance, in 2018, Telefonica, one of the largest telecommunications companies in
the world, suffered a data breach that exposed the identity, payment and contact information of millions of customers. Had this data been encrypted, any leaked information would have been in an unintelligible format, rendering it futile for hackers or adversarial parties.

Encryption, therefore, plays a positive and critical role in ensuring that the digital infrastructure underpinning the entire communications and information technology ecosystem is secure. This further enhances the trust of businesses and consumers in the digital economy, as they are assured of the security and integrity of their data.

**Encryption Enables Innovation**

At a time when security breaches and cyber-attacks are rampant, encryption does not only protect against losses and harms, but also enables innovation across different sectors. In an environment of accelerated digital transformation, and adoption of new products and supply chains, there is an increase in the level of cyber risk. This is due to the use of newer, less tested, processes and technologies. However, encryption is designed to enable innovation by protecting the data and systems of companies developing such new products. Encryption is a pillar of business growth. Companies using stronger encryption will be better equipped for long-term success and obtaining customer trust. In this section, we discuss the role of encryption as a key enabler of innovation.

**Allows scaling**

Strong security programmes based on high-level encryption enable businesses to adapt to rapidly changing markets, focus on innovation, provide trusted system architectures and support agile practices. Perhaps more importantly, encryption provides strong security that can support the entire digital infrastructure of businesses and to help them grow, and add innovative functionalities to their products. This can especially give emerging start-ups the necessary push to grow their business without worrying about data breaches and the ensuing costs.

Encryption also plays a key role in protecting businesses from reputation loss. In fact, strong security programs can be used to build a brand value based on the principles of greater security, privacy, and trust. For example, because it is an end-to-end encrypted platform, certain social media applications have successfully marketed themselves as entities that provide enhanced security.

Adopting encryption also increases the competitiveness of companies, since they will be able to offer secure technologies to their customers, in addition to securing their own data. Moreover, in a competitive digital market, businesses with futuristic technologies which can provide information security have an edge over those who do not.

**Enables digital transformation**

A smart security and privacy approach can be an accelerator of digital transformation of enterprises. SMEs and start-ups especially stand to gain a lot from moving their businesses online in terms of productivity, better customer engagement, and retention of competitive edge. A lot of these businesses leverage expanded infrastructures based on cloud computing and IoT creating a network within which data is created, shared, and stored. However, the inter-connected nature of technology-driven operations and the pace of digital transformation mean that cyberattacks can have far more extensive effects than ever before, and businesses and their supply networks may not be prepared for the risks.

To keep networks and data safe, companies are increasingly adopting encryption across their cloud infrastructure. Especially in key sectors such as e-commerce, retail, and manufacturing, ensuring the security of their systems will ensure
their proprietary data cannot be accessed, maintain trust, protect reputation and brand, reduce operating costs and increase agility, and maintain an overall competitive advantage.

**Supports emerging technologies**

The use of encryption also serves as the basis for innovations in emerging technologies such as blockchain and IoT. Blockchains use encryption to provide anonymity, verify transactions, and prevent tampering. This provides their users with confidence over the security of their transactions and data.410 Similarly, with countless IoT devices connected to the Internet, each other, encryption is necessary to secure all of the information these devices collect, store, and transmit.411 However, IoT presents some unique challenges because many devices have lower power and computing capabilities, which limits their ability to use best-in-class encryption.

**Impact on SMEs**

A mandate to weaken encryption, either through backdoors, traceability, or any other means, will disproportionately impact start-ups and SMEs. Smaller companies will be unable to effectively operationalise a backdoor, handle the key, its retention and distribution operations, or implement traceability. By substantially increasing operational, technical, and compliance costs, a requirement to build backdoors or similar capabilities will disincentivise innovation. There are three systemic problems SMEs would face.412

First, building a backdoor, or enabling traceability, will require the development of new technology. Given that a lot of the Internet is run on legacy technology, companies with older infrastructure will have to incur great costs to update their systems. In addition to covering the cost of these new methods, they would also have to cover the costs of implementing security upgrades to account for these changes. Second, start-ups and SMEs will have to hire more personally to manage these complex systems. Third, because backdoors and traceability inherently weaken security, businesses will become more liable as their systems become less secure. These issues are especially challenging to smaller businesses, which may eventually risk their ability to continue operating on the Internet.

> **The importance of an enabling policy framework for encryption**

The Indian government has set out its vision for self-reliant India for a post-COVID economic upturn. Encryption could play a crucial role in this recovery. However, the provision of an enabling, predictable, and stable policy environment for encryption will be key to ensure this growth. This will provide technology companies, especially start-ups and SMEs, with the necessary support to realize the benefits of encryption. Regulations that do not restrict the use of best-in-class technology, and do not require businesses to undermine encryption, incentivize innovation among businesses, particularly in the ICT sector.413 Without any restrictions, businesses are free to innovate and try out enhanced functionalities in their products and tools for digital security.414

**Encryption and Critical Industries**

The use of encryption is critical for businesses in critical industries such as healthcare, banking and transactions, retail and commerce, smart cities, communication, infrastructure, and others. It protects vital communication networks, internet infrastructures, and data centres from security risks and cyberattacks, and is central to instilling trust in the digital economy.

**Banking and financial transactions**

The use of high-level encryption is important for securing financial information. Just as businesses and banks use security, such as armoured truck services for transferring money in the real world, online financial services use encryption to provide security to their clients.415 The
knowledge of security is essential for increasing user adoption of online financial services such as online banking, and digital payments. India already had the highest volumes of digital transactions worldwide when the pandemic struck, this number is expected to increase five-fold by 2025. This growth would not have been possible without security protocols encrypting transactional data. But, to ensure a continuity of this growth, user confidence must not be compromised. Weakening encryption will not ameliorate those concerns.

**E-commerce and retail**

E-commerce transactions, though still a small portion of total retail sales, have increased substantially over the past few years in India. Without the use of Secure Stocks Layer (SSL) and Transport Layer Security (TLS) protocols, which keeps customer data secure when in-transit, e-commerce would be far less trusted and used. The use of strong encryption standards and overall data security offered by e-commerce players also has had a knock-on effect on other industries. Indian SMEs are increasingly being brought into the digital fold, as a result of which they are able to increase sales, expand scale, and reach new markets and customers. Again, this growth, and digital adoption, would be greatly diminished without the use of strong encryption.

**Healthcare**

The Covid-19 induced lockdown posed several challenges, including hindering people from accessing healthcare and medical services. To address this issue, the Indian government released guidelines to enable remote consultations, which eased the burden on in-person consultation but also required parties to exchange sensitive information digitally. Additionally, the Indian government also launched the National Digital Health Mission (NDHM) to digitise the entire healthcare ecosystem. These efforts together would increase healthcare access and coverage. But to ensure their effective operation, they must be accompanied with secure communication protocols, storage databases, authentication measures, and encryption tools to preserve the security and privacy of healthcare systems/records. Hospitals already rely on sophisticated IT systems to ensure the secure delivery of critical healthcare services. But as healthcare increasingly moves to the Internet, encryption will be critical for service providers to maintain and establish secure e-health records, protect sensitive patient data and medical resources, and ensure effective delivery of critical services especially during the ongoing healthcare crisis.

**Communications and messaging services**

The use of strong encryption in messaging platforms allows users to communicate instantly and securely around the globe, for both personal and professional use. While these platforms can also be used to spread misinformation, they play a critical function as broadcasting channels that allow the widespread dissemination of information, especially in the context of emergency alerts for crime and natural disasters. Encryption is also used to securely store and share photos, videos, documents, and other digital material. Finally, the group chat feature offered by many encrypted instant messenger apps provides all types of groups and communities — from friends and families to organizations and interest groups — the ability to securely communicate and connect continuously with fellow members, both within and across global borders. Even at a professional and enterprise level, an increasing number of service providers (such as Google and Microsoft) have recognized the benefits of stronger encryption, and are making a shift towards enabling E2EE and client-side encryption within their products.

**Smart cities and public infrastructure**

India must leverage the power of tech and IT systems to fulfil its objective to set up digitally connected and sustainable smart cities. These cities are backed by sensors and IoT technologies, along with other systems and devices. However, smart cities typically rely on traditional and advanced tools to function, which increases the risk of cyberattacks. Smart cities across the world have been exposed to such attacks which has resulted in disruption of services. In May 2016, the Ministry of Housing and Urban Affairs issued
a model framework for executing solutions while setting up smart cities. The framework prescribed guidelines to preserve the security across different layers in a smart city including the sensor, communication, data and application layers. It noted that all the information that flows on the networks would be encrypted to preserve the privacy and confidentiality of data, end points of all the devices would be authenticated, all the traffic from sensors to servers would be encrypted and secured, among other cyber security measures.426

**Benefits of Encryption in the State Machinery**

Encryption is a key design feature of India’s digital infrastructure. The government is increasingly leveraging communication networks to deliver services under flagship projects like Aadhar, national health ID, and several others. Secure systems, especially during the pandemic, enable governments to switch all communications and services to digital platforms and effectively meet citizens’ needs. This also intensifies the need to put in place a robust cybersecurity framework that supports the use of strong encryption.

This is because the computers and networks operating that help conduct the business of the government are susceptible to harmful attacks. In 2021 alone, a database of Covid-19 test results of Indian patients was hacked, while a database with information of up to 500,000 police candidates was also breached.427 Further, due to an increase in data breaches, especially during the pandemic, there has been a significant increase in identity fraud, with the most prevalent threats being financial fraud, phishing and electronic transfer fraud.428 This is why several of such initiatives mandate the use of strong encryption. Even the proposed PDP Bill obligates organisations, including public sector bodies, to deploy encryption tools.429 The Indian government also aims to leverage emerging technologies such as blockchain, IoT, AI, and 5G to deliver services and conduct governance, in the coming future. This will only increase the need to guard these systems through encryption.430

**National security and intelligence**

The Indian security establishment relies on strong encryption to protect state secrets and critical infrastructures. Various organisations within the government focus on enhancing India’s cryptography profile through purchase of encryption systems for strategic purposes and development of indigenous technologies. The Defence Research and Development Organisation (DRDO) has a dedicated crypto evaluation lab - the Scientific Analysis Group.431 The Scientific Analysis Group has recently developed quantum key distribution communication systems to demonstrate their ability to share keys securely between two devices.432

The Joint Cipher Bureau of the Ministry of Defence is responsible for the development of cryptography and signals intelligence (SIGINT), coordinating with various military and intelligence agencies on these developments, and responsible for the deployment of key management systems and customized encryption products for defence purposes.433 The Guidelines for Protection of Critical Information Infrastructure (CII), 2015 issued by the National Critical Information Infrastructure Protection Centre (NCIIPC) require the deployment of strong encryption for the protection of CII data.434

**E-governance and service delivery**

With the increasing adoption of e-governance initiatives by various departments of the central and state governments, encryption has become a key factor in securing these initiatives. The IT Act states that the Central Government may prescribe the use encryption to promote ‘e-governance and e-commerce’.435

The National Digital Communications Policy, 2018 states that the government must develop a policy on encryption by harmonizing the legal and regulatory framework in order to ‘assure security of digital communications’.436 The NITI Aayog also encouraged the use of blockchain to create a cryptography-based land record system, as well as in the public distribution and healthcare space.
The Telangana Government’s Draft Blockchain Policy identifies the use of blockchain in land records and microfinance areas, suggesting a greater reliance on encryption-based technologies for their governance programs. The Cloud Security Design Principles of the GI Cloud MeghRaj Initiative also recommend the use of encryption for securing data at rest and in motion. Similarly, India’s unique identification program for service delivery – Aadhaar – is made secure through strong, end-to-end, 2048-bit encryption. Sensitive personal data including biometric data is also encrypted immediately upon collection. Similarly, the National Digital Health Blueprint Report, when laying down its ‘key building blocks for data and access management’, states that an anonymizer must be deployed, which shall have encryption capabilities as needed.

Electricity and energy sector

Electricity grid and energy networks are highly vulnerable to cyberattacks. Recognising the seriousness of cyberattacks on electricity grid and the resultant information breach, a government expert group recently proposed measures to safeguard the national grid from spyware, malware, cyber-attacks, and network hacking. It also directed the central electricity authority, load dispatch centres, state and centre transmission utilities to put in place information security policies for incident management, and instal firewalls for all systems to deal with an attack on their IT systems. The report also required entities to develop a cyber crisis management plan of any major cyber-attack including ‘continuity plans, recovery plans, communication plans, cyber incident response plans’, among other things. The use of encryption, and applied cryptography tools, is also critical towards preserving the security of electrical grids.
As the previous chapters have demonstrated, the encryption debate has multiple facets, each of which presents unique challenges from a policy-making perspective. Any solution will have significant consequences for all actors involved. Because of this, there is no single policy or technological solve that can clarify the situation. But at the same time, strong encryption is undeniably an essential building block for the future of the Indian economy. By allowing consumers and businesses to secure and share sensitive information, encryption has enabled the digital economy to flourish. It enables secure banking, local and global business, running of power grids, communications networks, and almost every digital application/service.448 On the other hand, the costs of weakening encryption can be substantial.449 Rather than place barriers on encryption or pursue mandates to weaken encryption, the Indian government should encourage the use of stronger encryption and support innovation in encryption.

Focus on data at rest rather than data in transit

Accessing data in transit poses several challenges that do not emerge when accessing data at rest. For instance, modern encryption protocols for data in transit use perfect forward secrecy, meaning that a new set of keys is used for every separate communication. Even if the user’s keys are compromised on the end-device, hackers cannot go back in time to decrypt previously transmitted messages.450 Mechanisms to intercept, or access, data in transit will break forward secrecy.451 Similarly, adopting mechanisms to undermine end-to-end encryption will fundamentally alter system mechanics, leaving it less secure.452 On the other hand, the Carnegie Working Group on Encryption argues that shifting the debate to accessing end-device data may be more productive.453 While there are no existing proposals that are unquestionably viable and balanced, the potential for fruitful debate with a clearer characterization of risks and benefits is more plausible here, as opposed...
to data in transit. This approach may prove beneficial in the context of Indian law, where law enforcement has unrestricted powers under the Criminal Procedure Code to gain access to mobile phones and hard-drives. Along with the need to develop a technical solution that is feasible and does not compromise cybersecurity, a focus on this front can advance conversations around developing the legal duties, limits, and oversight mechanisms for law enforcement accessing data at rest.

**Requirement to trace originator of information should be optional**

There is no consensus on the feasibility of the traceability requirement. For many service providers, like end-to-end encrypted messaging intermediaries, it may not be possible to operationalize this requirement. For others, it will effectively mandate service providers to change their platform architecture. Due to its significant implications on security, privacy, and overall platform design, the traceability obligation needs to be tested at both policy and technical levels. It is unclear if this requirement institutes appropriate safeguards that will preclude incomplete or unreasonable LEA requests, or if there is enough evidence to assess the technical feasibility or the privacy and security risks of this requirement. More importantly, the solutions proposed may not meet the high standards required to establish criminal liability of the originator. In this environment of uncertainty, platforms who cannot technically comply with this obligation may be forced to take certain actions to avoid liability. This may include weakening encryption, or building backdoors, or dropping the use of end-to-end encryption altogether. All of these introduce significant security vulnerabilities and increase the likelihood of privacy violations. Given that the traceability solution is untested, unvetted, and non-peer reviewed, it will disproportionately impact both service providers and users. Accordingly, the requirement to enable tracing the originator of messages should only apply to intermediaries if it is technically feasible.

**Build capacity of law enforcement**

It is clear that in some cases, LEA capacity to investigate crime may be diminished due to the use of unrecoverable or user-side encryption. Generally as well, state and local law enforcement has been ill-equipped to investigate and prosecute Internet-dependent criminal activities. Beyond accessing encrypted data, other policies and practices also affect LEA’s ability to obtain necessary information. These include accessing data in the cloud and on internet-of-things devices, use of communications metadata, obtaining timely and full compliance with court orders and other legal process in situations not involving encryption, as well as such legal and policy tools as mutual legal assistance treaties, inter-departmental information sharing, greater cyber forensics capacity, etc. Accordingly, the government should provide law enforcement agencies with new legal and educational tools to overcome this challenge. It should also offer additional resources to state and local law enforcement agencies for cyber forensics and to incentivize resource sharing between different departments, at both state and central levels.

**Establish clear rules for government hacking**

Existing law is unclear on the legality of government hacking. It remains a grey area as it is not dealt with under any existing laws. The government should establish clear and consistent rules for how and when law enforcement can hack into systems, including any assistance the private sector should provide, and transparency requirements. This will ensure that law enforcement has the appropriate authority to pursue investigations while also ensuring that fundamental rights are protected and the impact on companies is minimized. The government should also develop a framework to disclose ‘zero-day’ vulnerabilities to service providers. Similarly, there is a need to acknowledge and enable the role of third-party security researchers in discovering vulnerabilities in existing products and services. This can also help offset the security risks posed by government hacking.
Institute appropriate process safeguards under the interception framework

Requiring decryption of information involves a higher degree of intrusion than standard search and seizure of electronic documents. Generally, information protected by encryption safeguards can be presumed to be sensitive. In this respect, India's interception framework is dependent upon executive approval for interception, decryption, and monitoring. The lack of judicial review or legislative oversight has been heavily criticised, even by the Justice Srikrishna Committee that was set up to recommend a draft data protection law for India. Accordingly, the government should mandate that every request for decryption should be accompanied with a judicial warrant, while the orders themselves should be subject to appeal.

Clarify the scope of technical assistance under the Decryption Rules

Existing processes for intercepting digital communications are unclear about the scope of technical assistance required from service providers. For instance, service providers are only obligated to answer decryption requests if they are in possession of the encryption keys. At the same time, they are obligated to provide “all facilities, cooperation, and assistance” for electronic surveillance, along with obligations to provide access to their software, hardware, firmware, equipment, and so on. The manner of technical assistance that service providers can be asked to provide, therefore, remains open-ended. It could result in an obligation to build a backdoor or alter their system architecture. Questions around the scope of technical assistance are also being considered by the Supreme Court. Regardless, the government should ensure that the scope of technical assistance does not include requirements to build backdoors, weaken encryption, or introduce any manner of systemic vulnerability.

Remove the restriction on usage of bulk encryption

Worldwide, one of the core issues in the encryption debate has been about whether the government should regulate the strength of communications encryption. In India, the prohibition on using bulk encryption under the ULA presumably disallows the use of strong encryption by telecom and internet service providers, and potentially other service providers using their networks. The earlier restriction of 40-bit encryption was also very weak. Encryption that is not strong or relies on lower key lengths reduces the overall security of the nation-wide information and communications infrastructure. It is therefore critical that the government should not place restrictions on the usage of stronger encryption by ULA licensees.
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